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Influence of discharge chamber parameters on the efficiency of ozone

generation by pulsed corona discharge
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The article discusses ways to increase the efficiency of ozone production in a coaxial chamber using a pulsed

corona discharge. The effect of the discharge gap and the diameter of the potential electrode on the energy

efficiency of ozone production using a pulsed corona discharge of negative polarity with duration of 40 ns

and voltage of about 100 kV was investigated. It is shown that with an increase in the discharge gap, the

productivity of the installation decreases, and the energy efficiency increases. The optimal diameter of the potential

electrode has a value of about 0.64mm. This information will be useful in the development of highly efficient

ozonators and in optimizing the parameters of plasma−chemical reactors for air purification by electro−discharge

methods.
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The ozone synthesis is one of the best−studied commer-

cial plasma−chemical processes. However, the problem

of the energy efficiency of ozone production remains

topical, which continuously stimulates investigations devoted

to optimizing the electrical−discharge method for ozone

production. High energy efficiency is characteristic of

setups involving a barrier discharge that allows obtaining

the ozone specific output of up to 538 g · kW · h−1 [1].
Comparative analysis of modifications of the barrier and

corona discharges was performed in reviews [2–5]. Issues

concerning the ozonator parameters with respect to the

flow rate and pulse parameters have been considered

in [6]. A review of various methods for producing ozone

in combination with chemically interacting components

is presented in [7]. Comparison of different−type dis-

charges and their parameters exhibits perspectiveness of

using nanosecond pulsed discharges [8,9]. An important

advantage of such generators consists also in lower re-

quirements for insulation inside the discharge chamber of

a plasma−chemical reactor (PCR). The role of ozone and

its conversion with formation of chemically active plasma

has been considered in [10]. A major part of investi-

gations deals with ozonators of the coaxial wire−cylinder

design [9,11,12].

Designs of ozonators and plasma−chemical setups for

cleaning air from volatile organic compounds are, in most

cases, identical. For assessing the PCR plasma−chemical

efficiency with respect to impurity removal, it is proposed

to use its ozone production efficiency [13]. The process

of plasma−chemical treatment of oxygen−containing gas

mixtures is always accompanied by generation of ozone

whose reaction ability is insufficient for fast binding of

impurities; therefore, the ozone generation should be

always taken into account because of its high toxicity

and in view of further utilizing its oxidation potential in

catalytic systems [14–16]. An efficient way of supplying

power to PCR and ozonators is to use pulse generators

that form high−voltage nanosecond pulses based on the

semiconductor opening switch effect (SOS−effect) [12,17].

The wire−cylinder design of the PCR coaxial chamber

is minimally affected by contamination with products

of volatile impurities resinification. Though there is a

great variety of methods employing such a design, the

influence of PCR dimensional parameters are studied

rarely. For instance, despite the nanosecond discharge
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Figure 1. Mean pulse energy Ep versus the discharge gap

parameters: potential electrode diameter De and outer cylinder

diameter Dc .
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Figure 2. Ozone concentration [O3] versus specific energy E for the inner electrode diameters De = 0.24 (1), 0.64 (2), 1.22 (3),
2.16mm (4) at the external cylindrical electrode diameters Dc = 90 (a), 110 (b) and 145mm (c).

efficiency with respect to the ozone generation is proved

experimentally, the influence of such discharge system

parameters as
”
potential electrode diameter−outer cylinder

diameter“ on the ozone generation efficiency has not

been systematically investigated almost at all. Such an

investigation is considered in this paper. This information

will be useful not only for developing highly efficient

ozonators but also for adjusting parameters of the PCR

discharge chamber for removing harmful impurities from

air releases.

The experimental setup design described in details in [18]
is of the modular type and enables easy variation of the

discharge gap parameters. The PCR setup gas mixture

is efficiently agitated in the closed−cycle mode in order

to quickly equalize concentrations of all the components,

which allows improvement of the analysis results repro-

ducibility. The high−voltage pulse generator was con-

structed based on a circuit involving SOS-switches [17]. The
discharge parameters were as follows: negative−polarity

voltage 100 kV in magnitude, current 60−150A in mag-

nitude, bell−shaped pulse length at half maximum of 40 ns,

pulse repetition rate of f = 10Hz. The discharge system of

the plasma−chemical reactor consisted of a stainless−steel

cylinder 560mm long with three inner diameters Dc = 90,

110 and 145mm. Along the cylinder axis a potential

electrode was stretched, which was made from guitar strings

of four diameters De = 0.24, 0.64, 1.22 and 2.16mm. Air

was simulated by a commercial gas mixture
”
Synthetic air“

with the composition ratio N2 : O2 = 80 : 20 (by volume).
The experiments were performed at room temperature,

the pressure in the chamber was set to the ambient

(atmospheric) pressure and remained equal to 94−98 kPa

during all the experiments. It is worth noticing that all the

experiments were performed under comparable conditions.

The chamberś internal volume was preliminary evacuated

and blown−through twice with the operating gas mixture.

The ozone concentration was measured every minute during

first ten minutes of the gas mixture treatment; after that, the

concentration was measured in extra 2 and 4min of treat-

ment. This algorithm was used in order to reveal the linear
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Ozone specific output GO3
versus the electrode system parameters

Cylinder inner GO3
, g · kW · h−1

diameter Dc , mm De = 0.24mm De = 0.64mm De = 1.22mm De = 2.16mm

90 75± 2 74± 1 63± 2 60± 1

110 100± 3 97± 2 89± 3 61± 2

145 115± 3 131± 6 111± 4 132± 4

No t e. De is the potential electrode diameter.
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Figure 3. a — ozone concentration [O3] versus specific energy E in the nitrogen−oxygen mixture at the oxygen content of 40 (1),
20 (2), 10 (3), 5 (4) and 2% (5). b — a relevant dependence of specific output GO3

on the oxygen content.

part of the dependence necessary to calculate the ozone

specific output and determine the deviation from linearity.

Thus, the total treatment time in all the experiments was

16min, while the total number of pulses in all the series

was 9600. The gas mixture was not discharge−treated

during time intervals when the ozone content analysis is

performed. The ozone content was determined by the

spectrographic method as described in [19] using the Ozone

Absorption Table at about 255 nm [20]. The experiments

were performed at room temperature, however, the ozone

concentration [O3] (in ppm) and its specific output (GO3
)

were in all cases reduced to the normal conditions. Pulse

energy Ep was derived from oscillograms U(t) and I(t) for

each series via relation Ep =
∫

U(t)I(t)dt . Pulse energy Ep

is essentially dependent on the discharge gap parameters

and, less essentially, on the composition of the gas mixture

under study. For instance, the diagram given in Fig. 1

presents the data on pulse energy Ep for the studied

combinations of the electrode diameter−cylinder diameter

parameters. Specific energy E was calculated for a pulse

series via relation E = Ep f t/V , where V is the gas mixture

volume in the setup (V = 26 dm3). Fig. 2, a−c demonstrates

the ozone content measurements versus E for different

combinations of the electrode parameters and parameters

of pulse energy averaged over the pulse series (see Fig. 1).

Values of the ozone specific output GO3
were derived from

the tgα slopes of dependences shown in Fig. 2 by using

formula

GO3
= 1m/(1EV ) = MO3

1C/(Vm1E) = MO3
tgα/Vm,

(1)

where 1m is the mass of ozone synthesized with in-

troducing energy 1E into the gas mixture unit vol-

ume; MO3
= 48 g ·mol−1 is the ozone molar mass;

Vm is the gas molar volume under normal conditions

(Vm = 22.4 dm3
·mol−1); 1C is the ozone concentration

increment; tgα = 1C/1E . Substituting the values and

converting the measurement units, obtain a simple formula

for calculating GO3
:

GO3
[g · kW · h−1] = 7.714 tgα [ppm · dm3

· J−1]. (2)

The specific output values obtained for the dependences

shown in Fig. 2 which are approximated by the direct mean

square method, are listed in the Table. Notice that the

decrease in diameter De from 0.64 to 0.24mm can hardly

affect the discharge parameters (see Fig. 1) and, hence,

the ozone generation energy efficiency at different Dc . An

increase in Dc leads to an increase in GO3
, however, total

amounts of ozone generated during the entire experiment
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(9600 discharge pulses) for designs with Dc = 90, 110

and 145mm are 34, 27 and 20mg, respectively, i. e. they

decrease with decreasing (as in Fig. 1) pulse energy. Thus,

among the studied parameters, values Dc = 110mm and

De = 0.24−0.64mm may be regarded as a compromise

variant providing a combination of the setup productivity

with high energy efficiency. The found values will be

useful in modeling the air purification technologies for

assessing energy efficiency of the electrical−to−chemical

energy conversion in PCR. To test PCR as an ozone

generator, the GO3
dependence on the oxygen content

in the nitrogen−oxygen mixture was studied. Fig. 3, a

presents the E dependences of ozone concentration [O3]
for different oxygen contents, while Fig. 3, b demonstrates

respective values of GO3
. In this case, measurements

were performed after a series of pulses 2min long, which

may explain an insignificant difference in the slopes of

curves presented in Figs. 2, b and 3, acorresponding to equal

discharge chamber parameters and mixture composition

N2 : O2 = 80 : 20. Magnitudes of the ozone generation at

the oxygen content of 1% have large errors and, thus, are

not presented. The obtained dependences need further

investigation and simulation of the field strength influence

on the ozone production processes.

The proposed method for optimizing the PCR parameters

may be used for both designing the ozonators and optimiz-

ing PCR parameters in the problems of cleaning air from

volatile impurities. Ozone output GO3
is easily measurable

and may be chosen as a criterion for optimizing a specific

PCR design and pulse parameters of a high−voltage

power−supply generator.
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